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Abstract:
This thesis was undertaken to Investigate the influence upon gain and horizontal directional
characteristics Caused by various reflectors when used in Conjunction with the commercial Yagi
antenna. An effort has been made to present the information in such a manner as to aid the reader in
determining whether the addition of a reflector may be Justifiable for a particular situation. Although
maximum gain and a narrow beam are the desired characteristics that are sought, Objectional effects
aye also noted* A brief discussion of the fundamental theory of the Yagi antenna is given in the first
part of the. following material. Information on commercial construction of this antenna is pre-seated
along with a comparison of its advantages and disadvantages* The major portion of the experimental
work was performed utilizing the ”corner reflector". Various spacings and angles were used to obtain
desired characteristics, and data was re*-corded for use in plotting directional patterns’. Though the
optimum setting for gain does not necessarily produce the narrower beam, it is possible to choose that
setting which the situation warrants® Other reflectors are considered and a comparison is made with
the corner reflector.

Since it is not a-wise practice to begin experimentation before giving some thought as to what the final
result should be, a section entitled "theoretical analysis" is included to assist in the approach of other
problems of a similar nature that may be encountered. A mathematical solution of the Corner reflector
and Tagl antenna Is presented, however because of, its complexity, computations are not actually made.
Another problem which has been modified but is similar to this has been solved by an indirect method. 
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ABSTRACT
ThAS- was uhdertalcen $o investigat® t W  iafltieM©

tipon gain and' Rovinontai di#eotionai' Ohat-aoteristiOs passed 
by various re fleet or a when used in OnUjnnetlon with the' 
eommerclai Yagi antenna* An effort has'Ieen made fq present 
the information in suoh a manner as'to aid.the reader in do? 
termining whether the addition of a reflector may he justi
fiable for a particular situation. Although maximum gain 
and a narrow he,am are the desired characteristics that are 
sought^ Qbjeetighal effects are also noted*

A brief discussion of the fundamental theory of the, Yagi antenna is given in the ■ first--part of the following material* information on commercial construction'of this anten# is presented along with a"Comparison of its advantages•and die* advantages* ■ ■
The major portion of the-' experimental work; was performed utilizing the. "corner reflector"» Various spacings and angles were used to obtain desired characteristics* and data was re* corded for use in plotting directional patterns* Though the optimum setting for .gain does not necessarily produce; the narrower beam* it Ie possible to choose that setting'which the situation warrants*. Other'reflectors are considered and a eomparinon is made with the corner reflector*
Since it is not a - wise, practice to- begin experimentation before, giving some thought as to what the final result should be, a section entitled- ^theoretical analysis'* is -included to assist in the approach of other problems', of a similar nature that may he encountered* A mathematical solution of the Corner reflector end Yagi- antenna is-- presented* however Pê - cause o f . its eomplealtyf computations are -mt actually made* Another problem which has been modified but is similar tO: this has bean solved by an indirect method*



.XtPKpmTOfIOI
Wltihiii the past few years, Yagi aatenna arrays MaW be* ' 

eome increasingly important* Sinoe■this antenna Ie inexpen* 
site and. has relatively high gain and good, directional char* 
aeterIStiOes,' it- plays a very' important role In- television re
ception in, remote sections of the oonntryo until other . 
carrier systems, such .as relay of cable, dominate the country; 
the. Vagi array will undoubtedly remain in wide usage a.

Beoawe of the present importance of this antenna^ the 
author felt that. an investigation of the- Tagl for the pw? 
pose of improving its gain was hlghiy - "justifiable %. ̂ 4. Pprwr - 
reflector- was chosen for the major portion of this -Worh due 
to its simplicity of construction and- gain- advantage# when 
used with a dipole antenna.* By Inductive reasoning,, it was ■ 
presumed that with the - right- adjustments,' an improvement - in. 
gain would be-acquired over the original Yagi9 and yet .the 
modified antenna, would retain its primary advantagesnamely 
a good field pattern,-, simplicity of design and construction* 
and low cost*

Although the- 'Vagi antenna is not a recent- -Invention, the 
mathematical computations of gain become extremely involved* 
,Many authors compare -experimentally obtained results, but tend 
to shy away from the mathematical solutions* Consequently . 
literature on this aspect of the Tagi Is quite: limited*-

During the-following discussion the test antenna may be



■ referred to as the s o m m  of' the Radiation field. This 
4#$%WD%W Aey .%*'%&&& #&; irnpeô .̂ -

#4Wk #r@ 'p&ttsra*-' ga&&,' a #
O1̂a the #ame if the. 1# tw# for 'tg&tk&r

miftlng,,
. . To.. Oilffiihato O detailed diseueslon of the fundamental 

theory of fadiafion, it Io assWed that., the. feeder possesses 
a Oasio. knowledge of wat©' pWpagat Iohs=' Adoopted■ abhre-vi*
at ions and' eyffifeols' In ■ meetfioai ■ Engineering ■ are need in

' ’ . .

this te%t:»



TACE ABBAT
In microwave Work9. the most: fundamental antenna is the 

half-wave dipole» It is a . common antenna and has a very 
simple form which may be seen in Figb 1(a), The dipole Is 
made up of two quarter wave antenna a placed end-to-end and 
fed in the middle in such a manner that, the current simulates 
a sinusoidal distribution^ Although the current does not 
necessarily conform exactly to facta* this is an essential 
assumption made by theorists * Nevertheless this error in 
Calculations is not of significance and therefore may be 
neglected.

The resistance of this antenna is approximately seventy-
three ohms and should be used. In conjunction with a .seventy-
three ohm transmission line for the most efficient’results*
It is possible to match the impedance of this, antenna with a
line that contains a different impedance by utilizing shorted

Istubs though this procedure may become quite involved,-
Ihen greater field directivity and higher gain are re

quired than can be obtained from a single antenna* - 'antenna 
arrays are often used-= An antenna array is a system of 
similar antennas oriented in such a manner that the eminating 
electromagnetic waves tend to add or cancel one another in 
various directions* Consider a - two-element array, each
Io I, Do ByderT^Networhs* liines and FIeldaf% P3cmtiee-Hail7 

Ine, * New Torkl 1950, p - W *
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FIG. I

(a) Top view of dipole antenna, (b) end view of the field 
intensity patterns of two dipoles separated by a distance 
much greater than a wavelength, and (c) end view of the 
field intensity pattern of two dipoles fed in phase and 
spaced a distance of one-half wavelength apart.



element tieiiig a half-wave dipole s in whit?3a W$h antennas when 
stiffiPiently separated produce an oronidirectional intensity 
pattern as shown in the end view of Fig, 1(b)* When they are 
fed in phase and placed a distance of one-half wavelength 
aparts their botiibinSd'.radiation.pattern acquires the;form of 
a figure eight a# i@ evident in #&g* & W *  If the fipdd in* 
tensity, at. a point were measured when Q f 90°, thein*- ■ 
dication wouid be zero .as the.fields tend to cancel one • 
another. But as @ ■ approaches■ 0°, the transmitted waves: 
approach the same phasing, and hence a maximum intensity - 
occurso

In the above, section the array elements are both driven*' 
that is, they are supplied, with power by means, of a transmis,** 
slon line. Directional arrays can also be constructed with 
the aid of elements in which currents are ,induced by the ■ 
fields of a driven,. element:®- Such elements have no- transmis- ■ 
sion ilne oohbs.#l# to the transmitter and.are usually fe? 
ferred to as - ’’parasitic elements

A Japanese named fagi reasoned that if parasitic elements 
could be made either to push against or to pull on the: pattern 
• of a' driven antenna, a push-pull arrangement with- greater gain 
and better beam, qualities should be possible, Re devised the 
Tagl array which consists of a driven antenna with a parasitic 
"reflector and one or more parasitic directors, such ah, an*- 
tenna is represented in Fig, 2,
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ransmlsslon

Connection

>'b)

FIG. 2
(a) Top view and (b) end view a seven element Yagl



“ Ail®*

A Tagi array is the. highest, gal#, antenna of comparatively 
simple foym. and SQnstftidtionti One disadvantage sf this, an* 
tehna ,is- that it has a relatively narrow bandwidth as SOW* 
pared to ;othef' senyantIonaA1 television. antennas. Siidh as- the 
fanned or. oonioaT antenna* still gain Is quite good on ad- 
Jaqent Qhannelsti.- Bandwidth San he. inoysaseti by altering-ths 
dimensions^ howeyef - not withe# Saeflfiping .gal# Sevepai . 
Tagl affays mdy he stacked one above the otbep an & single 
mast and stif and-oriented- fop- speolfip nhannsl-s*'- wi# sn#.
-an affangemsnt- gain, .remains tinphanged and the -:fpeqtienqy. f 
sponge , is tinaffeotsd fo.r different. Ohannelsti- On the. .other
hand If higher. gain-is Peslfedif the Tagl may he -conveniently 
stacked broadside^ ̂ It has a good' front*te*baek fails for re- 
Ieetiea ef eo*o;hanael Inferfefenee^ and ■ pan easily and ef* 
fieiently eliminate reflections which oanse. ghost Images on 
the television-serssn? ,

Withotit hasitanfto it--may be said that the advantages of 
this antenna greatly outweigh the disadvantages.



CONSTRtJCTIGH 0'y TEST TAGI

TRefe afe a AHimRef ,of arfangenieAts that tiah Re used 1#
the deelgh of a Tag! for good yeoaptlo# qua#tle$% Ae fay as
practical Use-, is OOhcernad5 each sItUatiOh presents a differ* 
eat problem. In fact there -are so many variables influencing
results that aeflKite answers are ebsoufed* Beight above 
ground, angle of signal arrival, epees distribution pattern*
•and proximity of other- objects are only a few of the condi- ■
tions that effect the reception* Fig, $ presents some of the

Ispacings and dimensions that are Commonly Used. The length 
of the d r i v e e lement is usually taken as (̂1*~Gp This
length is used because the effective length' of a dipole ah« 
tenha appears to be larger ■ than It actually is.2 -from. Fig.-. S
it is seen that bandwidth is sacrificed for gala of vios*varsa.
If a wider bandwidth is desired, the directors Can be made 
progressively, smaller-or spaced farther aparta

for the. main test antenna- used in the experimentation^ a 
seven*ele»ent Tagi was. constructed with the dimensions shown
In Fig* 9 M  f W t  being used, W d  antenna did not give W  
desired gain so tb# cut and try method of finding the correct 
lengths of the director# was performed* Each director was
shortened and then another test made* # #  a. process' was con-
timed until a high gain was obtained* The miniature '&!%e of
%q " #011 and mndl, ^TTahi TM' Ahtenna' G u W Y  The Ma^Mlllan^ 

Cĉ , New Yor%, p*gb8, , _a. 9. o. #rdan, "Electromagnetic Waves and Eadiatlg Systems".-, PrsntiqQ-Hall Inc., New Tork9 IGoG9 p-l5!G>
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45
horter

FIG. 3
Tv d Icel arrangements for eotmerclcl use with the fol
lowing qualities: (a) high fair., narrow bandwidth, (b) lass
gain than above but greater bandwidth, (c) less gain rut 
greeter bandwidth. (Longer an,d shorter refer to the length 
of elerent with respect to the driver-element)



antenna models made it impossible foi aooxiz-ate measure
ments to be tsksne After' semnal' attempts a test .antonm was 
constructed that gave a gain of $ db» Although this fas not. 
the maximum gain e%peotea, it was the best out of all the 
trials. The field'' intensity Of 'this antenna Is compared to 
the hali^mtre dipole Ih Fig. 4=.

purihg the construction of the test Tagl6 it was noticed
■ '■ . ■

that the directors of the arrays were necessarily cut shorter 
than the iength of the dyi%e&*ei@me# min# #1 # w e  this
■oeeured- for all moCels6 an attempt was made-to determine the ' 
reason.; ■ Though much research" was done 6 no literature could
be found that g#e an explanation̂  It ls belie#d that the
end fringe effect was increased because of the - comparatively 
small models and high'ffaauehOy 'Wd# thus causing the ef-
fectlve length, of the elements to appear larger than their 
theoretical value..

A second test Tagi was- built that Consisted of a reflec
tor, director, and driven-element. The spacing: of the di
rector-was wavelength# instead of the preceding O0IO8 but 
the. reflector spacing remained'unchanged®- Haturally it should
be expected that gain of this latter antenna, would he W #
than that of the preceding-one assuming that both were cut ■ 
fairly close to their maximum efficiency* Fig. Na) ehowe the
f ield pattern of this, antenna,. A comparison may be- made-with 
the 'reference dipole of Fig;. 4(a) 8 and also with the seven-



Comparison of the field intensity pette 
element test Vagi.

4
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(a) FIG. 5 (fc)

(a) Field intensity pattern of the three-element test Yagl1 and (b) a folded 
dipole.
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elsxnetit of' Fig0 4(b)»
1% is. tile uamal praefiee to ŝO: a foldea # p o #  for the

driven-eXament rather t.hati the plain dipolar A folded dipole 
' .̂ ' ■ ■ ■ ; ' ' 

eonsiats of an equal longthecl element paralleled with the
dipoleo fhi$ antenna may he seen in fig® 5(b)« field pat
tern, and gain .remain the same hut the impedance fa increased 
to soo ohms® This permits an easier match to he made to 
transmission lines of high impedance* and men parasitic
elements aye added* the resulting Impedance» although de*
. creased* remains much greater than when a plain dipole,is heed®

- , ' < ■ . . .  ! . 1

Similarly if another- element were, paralleled -with Iha i'dlded 
dipOle.* gain and pattern would remain unchanged- and the im
pedance would he increased to approximately 660 Ohms a, ,Since 
the center of the paralleled element is at sere WOltageil the 
mounting of this •• antenna is comparatively simple o; ;

/



B%PERIM@S%A% 00mOB##P8
Bs&erlme&tal ebmpoaents needeb in any raaiaMan, work are

the transmitter, the redeiver, ahE the antenna= This die*
eussion will be subairihea into the following three topless

; Sp Transmitter
t)* ' .Renelter '
e*. Antennas ana.Befieetors 

Transmitter
A klystron oscillator ,was used > as the transmitter*: -Sinee 

it was Winded in the equipment of the Electrical Engineer
ing Department, it was quite easily Obtained., mdoubteaiy 
this *as W  most important fa#of In determining the type #  
transmitter to be employed«, , •

Frequency of this klystron was very stable at S9OOO MG= 
such a high frequency Wa's a definite advantage because-the 
antenna models required were-miniature'-In slaa,' when in
operation if, could be- assured, that .it would cause no inter-

• ' \ -

ference ,with frequencies of commercial communications# and
more Important* the-tun# antenna would be relatively free 
from outside interference=

Power output of the klystron remained quite stable and 
was strong -enough to be detected at great distances, with a
microammeter, Te obtain & good radiation pattern and be 'her̂
tain that the radiation has only the- two transferee components 
of a plain wave-front, namely S.fe and H^9, fhe receiver"must' be:



& d.i:staiio© of several waveleiigtlas away from the fransinffterti 
fhe complete transmitter and associated power equipment 

were mounted on a table that was highly mobile„ This was an 
essential dohdltidn since all of the work was "accomplished ■

to eliminate refleotio# that would be ppeWsd within
a closed. room,,:

' Figo S is a. photograph of the transmitting umitq The SO 
inch paraboiie aish at W  right was used with the transmit* 
ting antenna to narrow the haem width Und lners#e the "Signal
intensity in the ■ forward direction= An arrow IUdleatea the 
klystron tube, on the bottom shelf of1 the table are two 
power .supplies Oonneeted la series-with an output ef 
'veitUd/ .'Y ; "

Raeeiver
It was Impossible to IgOata a 'field strength meter 

aponslve to eudh a high fregUenOŷ  ̂ omequehtly' #'%*&- Xkew&srtf* 
sary te deviee edm matbed e# deteml## '$e'WjLye
strengths ■ A very aimpie 'receiver was designed whibh'.Ineiuded■' , . . ■ . . . ■. ■•. ■■
-& mlorO#meteri' a germ&alm ,##a*. matching grBnbw&S't end #.* 
awlal cable & - fhe rnloroammter wee a .&*&.### wi th a WUgO' - 
of 0 to $00 mlpaeameersa* A' l#i garmnnW diede Uea Uaed ns 
e detagtoz for the, oirenit*- T #  'purposed mra- earyed with the 
adausinble sWrted stubs; U  .36 mnMh the l##n#*e #  the
^ ...... . ........ .............. -,I....

I. Before to footnote if: page Uf
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test antenna with the adjoining oirouitry, and 2) to complete 
a d-o path for the meter when it was not completed by the 
antenna being used (i.e. the dipole). Fig. 7 is a photograph 
of the receiver, although the complete apparatus is not shown. 
The bottom is mounted on a stand that may be rotated around 
its vertical axis. A pointer located at the base of the 
shaft indicates the number of degrees of revolution.

Current in this system will not increase linearly with a 
linear increase in applied signal strength. In Fig. 20 of the 
appendix is a graph of voltage versus current for a typical 
germanium diode. Though the graph approaches a straight line, 
it actually continues to curve, therefore calibration of the 
system was necessary. This was easily accomplished by com
paring an experimentally obtained curve with a curve of known 
values. When a half-wave dipole is rotated on its vertical 
axis in a horizontally polarized wave-front as in Fig. 8, the

Horizontally 
Polarized /  

Wave-front /

Top view of dipole



.ififceteep.ted signal will obey, the equation^ 

I © ^ ( ^ooa tf) a )

whero nIn la the field intensity, ??kM is a conatant depending 
on the system, and nJfn is the angle of rotations-'

This test, was performed■ and the resulting ourve Oompared 
with- the oalcuiated curve as in Fig0 19 of the appendla. All 
data, obtained experimentally. ,was oorreoted making 'mse of #0 
Oalthratidn chart.

Antennas and Reflectors
Two' tag! arrays, a seyen^eiement (Pig* 9a) and a three* 

element (Fig. 90)3 me# ns#d,;. The reflectors msed #re; thei
corner reflector (Pig* W ) the flat surface re fleeter (Fig, 
Se ), and the grid reflector (Pig, 9d), since the transmitted 
frequency was so high, the actual sine of the antenna models
being inversely proportional to frequency were very .small'

'To determine the::-length- of an anienna needed for use. UiW a- 
specific frequency, it must be 5% shorter than a half^wave„ 
Comparison of actual size Is made with the antenna and. fe* 
fleeter models in fig, 9 by use- of a. .sir inch rule.

................... ................................... ................ .............................. ...... m m , .....

I, A, Ware8 Mfiements of Electromagnetic tavest?B Pitman 
Publishing Corporation, Hew York, and-Iondon8 1949., p=l94.
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TEST ANTENNAS AND REFLECTORS
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raEOREHCAL ANALYSIS:
T M  pu^dse df tMs; section Is- to analyse: the problem . 

and try to determine whether or 'not'the desired results are 
poesibLOo Otherwise much’time could be.wasted*

Let tis 'first - examine the functionof' the components Of' 
the Yagi array= "Mien the wave-front strikes the first direc
tor, 'a current X. 10 induced in this element due to both the . ' , ; > _ . . ; . .- .. 
transverse wave components= This current will in turn set'
up -a magnetic field around the element ■ and re-radiate 'a . 
second signal -,which 'may' or 'iay not be in #dad with-'t#' 
original signals.'Assuming the element is out to the ap- ' ' 
proprlat'e si go that the phasing of the. 'iio approach 'each 
other, the resultant signal will'be-' greater than" either of 
its two component signals= Travelling, to the -second element ' 
the resultant wave .will induce -a current Ig in that element, 
and a second re^radiatea signal is created= • Thus the signal 
that reaches- tho third-element is composed -of- ̂the oflginai. 
wav©  ̂ the. 're^radiated signal 'from the fir#t ''olement,and W  
re^radlated signal from the second elemento. this- ',.process con- 
tinues until the driven-element Is reached at Which point 
most of the signal will be absorbed= however, a'part will . 
pass this element; and strike the reflector element», ’ 'Because 
the latter has an inductive reactance, its phase will lag the 
phase of the -oncoming signal ,and hence' If the spacing is ' 
correct,.the re-radiated signal from the reflector element



will be In phase at the driiren-sleinent with the signal from 
the aire@tor@t Xf this he the ease, maximum .gain will oncup, 
Tq achieve this eond.it ion, adjustment of the lengths and 
spacings of the parasitic elements must be quite exact*.

To Increase.#®' gain without changing the :dimensions Ct 
number of components of a given array9. the field intensity 
must be increased at the receiver* • Since we have no control 
Over the transmitted signals we must try to converge- the 
approaching wave-front to a point* If the signals arrive in 
phase at this pointf then the intensity will be greater than 
originally,. ,

it. is known that a s W l e  method #f -conversing. a wave
front is by reflections from flat, conducting surfacest' .A#* 
aiming, no losses; and the-.correct,phasing.,, a single flat; sur
face can be used to increase the intensity at. a point ,by a 
factor; Cf two* If two such surfaces are used and correctly 
posit ioneds the intensity will be increased by - three.= The 
reader should be reminded that when a wav© strikes, a surface*.
the reflected wave is 1809 out Of Phase wlf-h the ■ incident

/
wave* This must W  ,taken into account when setting Up'-. the • 
reflectors,

When a tag! is used as., fhe antenna*, the problem 'is not as 
Simple as if previously% appeared. It must he realised that if 
the reflecting surface is fairly large compared to the spacing 
of the elements in the array,• the reflected wave, will strike



' parasitic elements aisb, eatislng a reaction with them= 
Thi# secondary reaction aajr-'hiw ah. adverse effect on the. ’ ' 
■original action of the Tagid from this.' it is reasoned that 
with, the right, epacings and m # e r  of elements^ a 'high',gam 
will occwd 'whether or m % : this- Sfthation will he present 
when a .commercially constructed 'tagi is need mast %e 
mined experimentally, If aat*. the trial and errarW#dd - 
mast he used to determine the correct dimensions of'the. 
Originai antenna,

A corner reflector consists of two Ilat9 conducting sur
faces. with, an antenna placed in the' bisection of W '  angle
■ ■formed by the intersection of these surfaces = 'This: re* 

/fleeter was' ohosen. because of it#' s#piieity' Of 'c o W W c t i o n  
end ga# advantage's' when-:## with the dipole  ̂- Ah- end view 
representation of the oernef reflector' mounted on .# Tagi 
array is given in' ?ig* ioia)« W  referes to the dlafa## ef 
the driven^element from the vertex- pf the angle o sê 1t is the 
angle of intersection of the two surface's=
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Corner 
Reflector 
v Removed

Images

(b)

FIG. 10
(a) Yagl array with corner reflector , and (b) corner re
flector replaced with the images of the actual array.



# s?m>08DmB
All of the experimental WOfk Was performed 'on the eaat 

old© of R^an Laboratory, jHatlhS a relatitely narrow h#a@ 
width,, the pai^Wlie dish # # &  %:& aimed: #et ta4i* .
atlon would. be is & W  direst ion chosen, - fbs . transmittlng 
antenna Was oriented in. auch a manner that.objects, which ih-* 
tero@pt.ed Ita path we# wall ,out of range, therefore' if any 
Undesirable reflections aewred In the direction of the re-- 
Ceirerj) they eohid be neglected, Horizontal polarization ■ . 
was used* . •

The- receiver was. uiatod approximately' -one- Imadfed feet, 
from the transmitter is the 'path -#f radiation m  that m.- 
^ects were in the Immediate -finlnitŷ  This distance 'Se' nearly 
eoulralent to sgq wavelengths, at the frequency of s ĝoo mGc ' 
as; mentioned before* this'distance was used to- insure that, the 
Ware-front contained only the transverse components= Also 
even, though ground reflections could not he eliminated^ ■ their 
reaction at the receiver "would not -cause' -as great an error due 
to the. angle of approach* .Because the human body simulates a. 
,good reflector for short Watesi it was necessary, to remain 
relatively far away-from, the receiving antenna i.n such a po* ■ 
Sltion that the reflections would not interfere with the ware* 
front a A pair of field glasses were ■ required to road the 
indicating me$@r0

mailto:tero@pt.ed


t$eted &&# y@aAW&A8e '##/.i&Bla#v» 
fla&d iQtama^ty a* -it 'wad .rotates # # % #
an .angle of S80® in. 10° l h o y e m e n t %jfr$; serm^eLment $©gi 
was- then taetsd in a. similar .mannan= Following. t.hls$ ■ the 
Oonney- reflector was attached to the model and- fat-ions;.' mlW-0 
of nBn and ttVn' wye wad*, (see Hg> 10a) ■ Afte-t -eaah :sepafate 
foot'woe %Ayfe#ed* it w a o - # # e # W  At ^ w t  *#W*. W & W Q  
% wefeyen## oheok, wee #o'oyW' @0' that- A oomp#i#n # # 4  he - 
maie* To ohow th# diea#vanta#a Ofwing -tho '-ai$aW''?alh@;of 
«8  ̂foy different TalWe of "9ft two nets Of yondiAgo weye 
taken at eaeh. anglei- I) a- oenotsnt -distanoe of -OoSS W o -  
lengthy AndL &) a Tariahlo diatanoo ooyyeoponding tn ma%imnm 
gain ohtaiMhie'* -#glo inoyementa of S0^ way# fakett with .the 
oorney yeflontoy# th# fW t - W ^  1$# oy a flat -'

Realising that it was highly Imgyohahio that . a math#'* - 
matinal eointlon of gain wo#d ho obtained fon the ohove teat, 
a three ̂element Yagl annay was nonatyneted* A -small yefl#* 
ting, snyfaee was ■ positioned directly ahote the dyi-W-element 
and oriented so that, maxima signal was reneiyed with, all _ 
re^Leetlono sWklng 9@&y this oiom#ti» Win %eA dote#i#ed 
and- a field pattern y e a W # ,  ' fhlo -anton# was-. thOn. n#-d with 
# 90° corner reflectOy0 . /

AlthOtigh field patteynm were not plotted, the .large-flat, 
sheet and the grid were timed with both arrays to determine 
their reactions*
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MATHEMATICAL AWtBIS
Whenever it ie required to analyse an antenna that is 

plaeed near a flat eondueting SUrfaee0 the same -results will 
he. obtained if the reflector is removed and replaced with a 
suitably located Image antennae3" For the ease using a seven* 
element Tagi in a 90* cor nor reflector̂ , there will appear 
three imageso Thus the solution of sueh a problem would an* 
counter a 28 element array positioned similar to the five* 
element array as shewn, in Fla* 10(b) <>

A multi-element array may be expressed in the following:
manner:'

S i "  =9' 3. f 0 % & 9 ■ (8)

ishere the symbols designate the 'following; 1 '■ ■ ■
t̂lf f&*l& intensity at a gl#n point
- field intensity .due- #  driven*ei@ment

Jta * ratio of the element current to, the ■ W f e n t  in the -drlveh^element
z * Z ! b U £ S J L  + -Cn

' 6n ? dlstee®* of ths # #  e l W o t  #$0W # &  ra- 
* feren# element e# #lyen#element.' '

, . $n * angle of declination fr#m horizontal of the .= point la question
= phase angle'between the our rent, of the nth element a # , the; reference element .  ̂ \

Io E0 Co 1Hrdai^ ,sS&tfoignefie-teSs and Radiating Systems .Prentiee-Halls Ine=9 New Torh0 ISSO8 p-409o 2d same as above exaept P-SOB=' '

»4



-SB*
T$ie: of Sj6 a #  && W  phy^ieally measuredo Wbe^ two
or mo?e .ententes are used in an. array2 the driyin^#point' im- 
PGdanee and henee .the eurrent. in. an antenna depends- upon the 
self^impedance of that antenna and in addition npon the mutnal 
impedance Patween that antenna, -and each of the rest»- ' There-
fore’, to determine, k;n and . a set of simaitanadus 'Ĝ nat-Iont 
met he used. ..•• -■•■

- ■■ % r  % %  '* - * sah * ' ■
.'e8 , - 1,1 ' '*
, . ' ; '  ' . - • . . . »  =' . ''” 3 0 . 0 .« . e O

v« -* % zl« -* -* '

(8!

•* •- ■■*' ■* IrS

where

^  f- edrett teminaie. e-f the- n #  antenna
# M n t  ,in#e. n#''a#ennn- .

#e: » ^  nntenmu (Determinedfrom impedande charts)

Yaines derived from the ahove set *f equations are sntatifuted
W o  equation ($) #  find the W n l  f W d  W W f t ^  , the 
eewi&n of total Intensitŷ  the gain may he found #

5
JLa % -JA (d)

yor the ease where n sguaW &a, the solution in a #ry tedious 
one and with "2** a'-'##!##, rnmher* It heeomes too W e W d  to



#&$ -algo obgalaied. # ^b±9*?ela&&#t'%hgl with
& &* % &" #lat yaflean*# p&a@e& e&eve t&@ &%&?#&*

elsmaat a'M ofiaatad aa -that %&Q w*ye\@%&y #P%
feGttn# To 8*1# Z9# t&* gala, a a #  of asdb
voltage aquatibae must f£#t M  set up as fbllbirsi

%  ̂  &3.%& + SgGia.* & % 5  , '.
9 " V a & *  &&%.+-S9&&, - "' 49)
@ %!%&. * %&%&& ,.

Beivlag fe% t&e eyrraat #atl*a ty  aiBGltaaeb## agaatlbh# 

fjBs %1&SS %1?S9
' %&9%88 ,. .

' - - \ . . - ' (G)
%%- &81&AS % %
%& ,T %82%8 . '' ' -

ioWitiaaiLft jam@ self^lmpeame* 9&a#a tW Mpedaabee ia # i# 4  

##& f@BA& t *  he '
2^^ ̂  #  ZjzgE.
%% 84
%a@ e 4$ / 4 4 ^ '

%#g, *.:## /$#

BUbetlWlag the kaomK values 1# equatW f&) *& # 3 #  . - ' '



e i + 1,05 /sei? ■+ 'o=iw /BBS*#J $ &eg® A m &

fiid gain of tii© thro©-©lament Tagi &# 1=# over the Sipole9 
Tin© angle has no sigsiifleant meaning mniess it Ie Seslraa to, 
laoraasa the intensity, 1% wonia then W  aeeassary to Ihaare 
that the added field intensity was' in phase with the original 
Behans# the reflection from the above mentioned reflector 
resets only with the driyeĥ elemeht *o# #  ad̂ nsted fop max* 
law# reading,, we may assume that the pefieoted wa# is. &&; 5 ■
phase with the. prinelple ware- when |% reaches the Tagl9 
Therefore the intensity at the driven̂ eiement will he In- 
8PSsesd hy nnity, or the total intensity with this • reflector
will he BdSB=



'«“@015̂-
M i i m m m m  mmsBhTs-
,

81#8 It. Is. t.Q .ciempsrs âcpsrlmental. Is:- Pt am*
tSWISS by tigs of field Intensity #&#93#8, the data obtained'
ms plotted an po%n̂  naaardfmts 'paps?* #ln la insysnsed by 
nwpmsslng tW field Intensity pattern W d  a smeiley- efen* 
Thenefe# a blgb $ain #nld yeenlt If the field pattern wens .
OOMentratGd Into one rayho##'^ if the# Ig me#.'#an a
single ray emlnating from the antenna, the gain may not he m
'.greet as anfioipatei= AithWgb it wnl4 he'-desirable to #<=-' *
termino a# Smietihg radiating, rays., the engineering- .fa&ll̂  
!ties did not permit such 'experimentations

Figs6. 11' through 1$ represent the field intensities, of 
the sevantelement Jagi with the. oorner rafleetor, For SaOh 
angle of the corner reflector, two readings { a Constant dis> 
fanes and a variable distance)' were recorded9 Gain increase 
oyer the original Yagl is given in each ease*/ Also the dis
tance of the drIfen^element of the Tagi from the vertex Of the 
reflector is. given in wavelengths represented by 3fSsr* fhe 
angle of the reflector is Fig* 17 is a graph of. gain, 
versus angle, for the above results.* phis will give an Over
all comparison,.

Fig, 18 is fhe result of using the’COfney rafl.eetor with 
an .angle, of © #  and also f M  .wrfa# reflector ip>rx Bh) 
in conjunction' with the three^element. Tagf* , _■/
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(S ) G « 2.61
FIG. 16

Three-element Yagi array with (e) corner 
surface reflector.

reflector, and (b) I" X 2" flat



w q m g i o N  op msu&Ts
^he ssyen-sletoest Tagi h&$ an inorease In gain

&fBr the nelerenee dipale 0 A -oomparlson of th<5 two. field
.pattsrne Ie aaa# la F&#. 4« Aithnngh th$ Yagl baa a slight

amount of hack. Iohe9 the ffont~t:o»haek ^atlo la gfeat enough 
that it may. M  neglected^ Beam width of this antenna is. 45° 
ah compared with # #  qf the' dipole» Iheh the three^eIement
3ag& was thet&d* '# was fen# th hawe # gain g&aata#
than the dipeie, ai%8# the ^nanon .ihh-n'hmhiia^ g a l a #  this 
antenna than the pf^hedlng.' h e vewelem#  ̂ a#pay 1$ 
an %tpianatleh id*' not heemeh it la # e n  'In Fig* s
in whi# the field/pattehn/of. the Yagi is F&o't'*
ted that the beam,-width of Ihlt -,Ahtw*' is he*e#f; a'
mthey layge hahh .1#©; ih"- pfehent % • thin oonditioh in. eeitaia

I.; ' . /■: .
eases will Gancel the- advantages' of high gain ahd ha#oW ' 
be#, and therefore.:my he. nonsideyed rhsatIsfWtoyy M ’timW* 

Bepamse it is, assumed that the Wsdey is. Wphhle of 
studying the gfaphs and determinlhg which situation 'is the 
best foy any specIfin Casey a detailed discussion of'each 
angle and distance- Used with the Ooynef; reflect of will he 
omitted,* however outstanding'points''will he-, consiWned0 Xjn> 
less otherwise stated, the following; discussion will 'Iefefe- 
to the seyen^element-' fag,| »■ '

T W  greatest I W W a s e  #  galn utiiiMng the 90^ Wfnaf 
feflentdf' and aeye&*eiament Ynigi was'loSG ofa-f the Original



array* e total gala over the dipole of 4* Beam width at this 
setting ia 40°0 Although this .is. a. fairly directive beam, .|t 
' is hot the best that m e  acquired» ihea S » QoSS- Waveleagthe 
was-, used at this angle r the main front lobe m e  distorted6.
(see Fig,.14)

Fig9. is oommree the t#' eettings used at 66^» m##.
■■s %0*34 wayeiengthe^ the beam, angle.was deomaeed'to and
though m ? W w  gain m s  net pyowe&t e m h  a .mr#w Seam width
may be more advantageous in  areas wiieh oontain eoneMerabie
interference p . .Another advantage' a#n here i# that no be#
lobes are present = "• lining a, dietenoe ef-.@ * - M i  wavelength^.
the pattern was .greatly distorted« Distortion may W  -Oaused
by several conditions some of them beings- I) npn.-.s:ym©frieal
element Iengths5, 2) reflector not,, perfectly aligned with the
antenna, $) reactions caused by the reflector upon parasitic .
elements of the antenna, eta* It was difficult to obtain per=
feet settings at all times even though a finely graduated rule
was used »■ ••

' oWhen an angle- of so- and the- constant distance were 'used, 
a great decrease- in gain was noted. Maximum-gain for this 
particular angle was only 1,9$ gre-ate.r than, the Yagl as can be 
seen In. Fig, 16o Ho. logical situation would ever require this 
set-upo

The other three angles, ISQ99 IBQ09 and 12# 9 produced a 
fair mount of gain over the -Tagi9 though nothing.spectacular
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Was W c S d 0 Jn Fig-o 1.7 a. bette? comparison may 'W made between 
angles and dlgtanoss of the corner reflectOr=

• since only a maximum increase of !,Sg in gain over the 
Beyenvelement Tagi was. procured from the above tests* a three- 
element Tagi of different dimensions wag constructed,' when 
this antenna was used with the 09® corner reflector {this 
reflector angle was chosen because it produced greatest gain 
previously) gain increased by a factor of toSl, Beam width 
pf this antenna nan be - seen to W  ̂ 4® in Fig* &$ W *  rhls 
result in JaT' superior-.# that formerly obtained

A flat surface '{1* ̂  M  was oriented/ a h a #  the three* . 
element Tagi for a maximum gain increase of IoSWo. Although 
gain and field directivity were highly "satisfactory*.,, this 
Small surface did not eliminate the hack lobe' Of-.the Tagi0 A 
comparison of Fig» 18(b) and Flg0 5(a) shows that the, back 
lofees are only slightly,affected* This experimental gain 
(Bo Si) compares very favorably ,-.with the calculated gain (SoSS)9 
U difference-' of 11# being small When: all possibilities for . 
errors are aonsideredo/. ■-' . - ' : ;V '

The large flat reflector .produe©d good gainsg, but not 
comparable to the three ̂element Tagi and the corner, reflector* 
Difficulties may fee -encountered- in the mounting of such a re- 
fleeter* therefore data was. not recorded because it-would fee 
impractical to usê -- The grid reflector*.. Fig*. 9(a) also - pro
duced good galns$Kfeut. usually, slightly - less, than the*•.solid



fie Ctoy0 .. A grid reflect or could be used greatly 
yedue# Wind Tesistande and still maintain #, desired signal 
gain=" .

Most.of the back lobes could have been eliminated by in
creasing the width of the Te fleeter 0 This would undoubtedly 
introduce secondary lobes: in the forward radiation, pattern, 
which if not extremely large would not: be too o.bJeetionable 0 
The permlssable■ increase of width Will necessarily be de
termined by the situation at hand=
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eimmsY w  GomamioNB
'Greatest in ,gala ever the original test' antennas

was obtained .fra® the threê elemont -Tagi with the earner 
fieator* mthangh this did not pro&nae tw greatest gain n w  
the dipole* .the- impileat&on reaeitsd is that #- adjnatmenta
are mad# an a mnlti#el@ment Tagi*.' a great - gain woald- |e
aoqnlred, Betwrally it in mash- easier to ad## a #s* Slê -
meats than several - a# the "law of diminishing returns0 Pre-- 
vailSo - The escperimentor must therefore make a eompromise- be
tween gain desired* and time and work involved-* mother or 
not the time consuming process- of the out and try method 
would he justified depends on the- parti W a r  situation for. 
whidh the antenna Is to he used* Sndouhtedly the question 
arrises, about the wind resistance of a- solid flat surfaee,
This may be aleviated by utilising a grid type corner"refieo-» ' 
tor which will approximate the. same results as a solid re™ 
fleeter if the elements- are planed fairly close, in terms- of 
wavelengths* ■

Gonolusions deduced from this work may be summed up as 
follows ?

I* A corner reflector may he used to Inerease the 
gain of a Tagi9 however- to achieve maximum gain* 
a commercially designed Tagi must he readjusted»

&o whether or not the addition of a reflector is 
justified, must, be determined by the. 'influencing 
factors of each separate situation*

0» A flat sheet will give fairly good gains without



rea&jWtmm&d tease aageesayy, te #6 W @  
# #  #el0t6A9@,. a gvM type, suyfaee may #' %$$,#, 6, -

4-o MatbWaatiQs'' ihWlwa - 4# Sbiviiig a Tagi array 
paeblem Woemee too bomplieatei to. W  profit^able maa -a -tiorner WfleQtoz i# m w 4 6- ■ ‘ iJtiai 
ana ettot method excels»

It is tealIged ■ that the Wzk -bbbitaima Ibt this 'thaSls 
has made only a 'slight' indentation on the .pzobleM'bf M f l m * 
toz modifications of the Tagi antQnna9 ''HbwStez' Sf is hoped 
that if will enlighten those # o  may he IWisif its about 
this subject and wish to. do fuzthez e2spenimentation«
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